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diversified semantics makes it difficult to create one uniform system to accept heterogeneous quality rules and enforce them on the data. Interdependency: Data cleaning algorithms are normally designed for one specific type
of rules. [4] shows that interaction between two types of
rules (CFDs and MDs) may produce higher quality repairs
than treating them independently. However, the problem
related to the interaction of more diversified types of rules
is far from being solved. Deployment and extensibility:
Although many algorithms and techniques have been proposed for data cleaning [1, 2, 4, 9], it is difficult to download
one of them and run it on the data at hand without tedious customization. Adding to this difficulty is when users
define new types of quality rules, or want to extend an existing system with their own cleaning solutions. Metadata
management and data custodians: Several attempts
have tackled the problem of including humans in the loop
(e.g., [5, 7, 9]). However, they only provide users with information in restrictive forms. In practice, the users need to
understand much more meta-information e.g., summarization or samples of data errors, lineage of data changes, and
possible data repairs, before they can effectively guide any
data cleaning process.
We present NADEEF [6], a data cleaning system that
enables users to easily specify heterogeneous data quality
rules specific to their applications, without worrying about
how data errors are actually detected and repaired. In addition, NADEEF allows easy customization for domain experts. Moreover, NADEEF allows users to interactively manipulate data and metadata and includes them as first-class
citizens in the data cleaning process. NADEEF leverages
the separability of two main tasks: (1) isolating rule specification that uniformly defines what is wrong and (possibly)
how to fix it; and (2) developing a core that holistically applies these routines to handle the detection and repairing
of data errors. We will demonstrate the different features
of NADEEF and how it addresses the challenges mentioned
above. In particular, we present a data quality dashboard
that exploits collected metadata and provides information
such as error summarization and error distribution, for the
users to easily interact with the system.

We present NADEEF, an extensible, generic and easy-todeploy data cleaning system. NADEEF distinguishes between a programming interface and a core to achieve generality and extensibility. The programming interface allows
users to specify data quality rules by writing code that implements predefined classes. These classes uniformly define what is wrong with the data and (possibly) how to
fix it. We will demonstrate the following features provided
by NADEEF. (1) Heterogeneity: The programming interface can be used to express many types of data quality
rules beyond the well known CFDs (FDs), MDs and ETL
rules. (2) Interdependency: The core algorithms can interleave multiple types of rules to detect and repair data errors.
(3) Deployment and extensibility: Users can easily customize
NADEEF by defining new types of rules, or by extending
the core. (4) Metadata management and data custodians:
We show a live data quality dashboard to effectively involve
users in the data cleaning process.

INTRODUCTION

Real-world data is dirty: more than 25% of critical data
in the world’s top companies is flawed [8]. Not surprisingly,
dirty data inflicts a daunting cost: according to a recent
study from Experian QAS Inc., poor customer data cost
British businesses £8 billion loss of revenue in 2011 [3]. Despite the need of high quality data, there is no end-to-end
off-the-shelf solution to (semi-)automate error detection and
correction, which can be easily customized and deployed to
solve application-specific data quality problems.
Emerging applications raise several challenges to build a
generalized data cleaning platform including: Heterogeneity: Business and dependency based quality rules are expressed in a large variety of formats and languages from
rigorous expressions (e.g., functional dependencies), to plain
natural language rules enforced by code embedded in the application logic itself (as in many practical scenarios). Such
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THE NADEEF ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of NADEEF. Overall,
NADEEF consists of the following components: data loader,
rule collector, detection and cleaning core, metadata management, and data quality dashboard.
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Figure 1: Architecture of NADEEF

Figure 3: Data quality rule management

Figure 2: Initialization of NADEEF
NADEEF works as follows. It first collects data and heterogeneous rules from the users. The rule compiler then
compiles these heterogeneous rules into homogeneous constructs. Next, the violation detection module identifies what
data is erroneous and possible ways to repair them, based
on user provided rules. The data repairing module fixes
the detected errors by treating all the provided rules holistically. Note that data updates may trigger new errors to be
detected. As the iterative detection and repairing process
progresses, NADEEF collects and manages metadata related
to its different modules. A live data quality dashboard exploits these metadata and visualizes information to users to
interact with the system. In the following, we discuss these
components in detail.

(ii) Violation detection. This module takes the data and the
compiled rules as input, and computes a set of data errors.
(iii) Data repairing. This module encapsulates holistic repairing algorithms that take violations as input, and compute a set of data repairs. By default, we use the algorithm [1], which can also be overwritten by e.g., [2]. Moreover, this module may interact with domain experts through
the data quality dashboard to achieve higher quality repairs.
Metadata management and data quality dashboard.
Metadata management is to keep full lineage information
about data changes, the order of changes, as well as maintaining indices to support efficient metadata operations.
The data quality dashboard helps the users understand the
health of the data through data quality indicators, as well as
summarized, sampled or ranked data errors presented in live
graphs. This facilitates the solicitation of users’ feedback for
data repairing.
Rule specification. We use the term cell to denote a combination of a tuple and an attribute of a table. The unified
programming interface to define the semantics of data errors
and possible ways to fix them is as follows.

Rule collector. It collects user-specified rules such as ETL
rules, CFDs (FDs), MDs, and other customized rules.
Detection and cleaning core. It contains three components: rule compiler, violation detection and data repairing.
(i) Rule compiler. This module compiles all heterogeneous
rules and manages them in a unified format.
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Figure 4: Data quality dashboard
that the users are not clear about the dynamic semantics of
the rule. Here, a violation is a nonempty set V of cells that
are returned by the function vio(s) or vio(s1 , s2 ) of a data
quality rule. Intuitively, in a violation, at least one of the
cells is erroneous and should be modified.
A candidate fix F is a conjunction of expressions of the
form “c := x”, where c is a cell, and x is either a constant
value or another cell. Intuitively, a candidate fix F is a set of
expressions on a violation V , such that to resolve violation
V , the modifications suggested by the expressions of F must
be taken together. That is, to resolve a violation, more than
one cell may have to be changed.
Similar to what most automatic data cleaning methods
use to make their decision, we adopt minimality, i.e., to
compute an instance that repairs a database while incurring
the least cost in terms of fixing operations. Since the users
can plugin their own repairing algorithms, they can also use
their own decision criteria for cleaning.

class Rule {
sethcelli vio (Tuple s1 ) { return ∅ };
sethcelli vio (Tuple s1 , Tuple s2 ) { return ∅ };
sethExpressioni fix (sethcelli) { return ∅ };
}
/* end of class definition */

(1) vio(s) takes a single tuple s as input, and returns a set
of problematic cells. By default, it returns an empty set.
(2) vio(s1 , s2 ) takes two tuples s1 , s2 as input, and returns
a set of problematic cells. By default, it returns an empty
set. Note that s1 , s2 can come from either the same relation
or two different relations.
(3) fix (sethcelli) takes a nonempty set of problematic cells
as input, and returns a set of suggested expressions to repair
these data errors.
The error detection function vio() expresses the rule’s
static semantics (what is wrong) while the function fix() reflects its dynamic semantics (how to repair errors). The presence of function fix() is optional, and its absence indicates
3

Figure 5: Data auditing

3.

DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

to further explore.
(4) User interaction. By leveraging the data quality dashboard, NADEEF allows easy interaction with the users. As
shown in Fig. 4, users can easily switch between different
visualization modalities and identify errors based on their
expertise and knowledge about the data. When such errors are found, the users can correct them directly on the
data. They can also cancel their updates if needed. Moreover, the users can invoke default data repairing algorithms
implemented in NADEEF to heuristically repair data.
(5) Data auditing. NADEEF provides a data auditing facility such that after data updates, the users may inspect the
different changes made to the data. For example, Figure 5
shows two updates. Here, the first five attributes identify
the updated cells, the attribute User identifies who changed
the data, either a specific user or NADEEF, and Timestamp
specifies when that update was committed to the database.
Summary. This demonstration aims at exhibiting the features of NADEEF. We focus on: (i) The isolation between a
programming interface and core algorithms, such that users
can easily define and manage heterogeneous data quality
rules (See (2) above); (ii) The data quality dashboard that
can help users to effectively interact with the system to inspect errors ((3) above), and to correct errors ((4) above);
(iii) Data auditing such that the users can understand better
what changes have been made to the data ((5) above).

In this demonstration, we will use real-life datasets to
highlight several features of NADEEF and show the following: (1) how to easily prepare data; (2) how to specify multiple quality rules with the aid of a Web interface; (3) how
the data quality dashboard can help users understand the
health of data; (4) how the users can interact with NADEEF
to easily correct errors; and (5) how to keep track of which
attributes are corrected and where the correct values come
from, after data has been updated.
(1) Data initialization. The users are required to configure a database instance (Fig. 2), by specifying a database
connection with database type, hostname, username and
password; and selecting the data sources, which can be either
a loaded dataset, or new datasets to be uploaded.
(2) Data quality rule specification. Figure 3 displays
the user interface for specifying and managing data quality
rules. The users can either (a) load rules using rule classes
e.g., CFDs, MDs or DCs predefined using the programming
interface; or (b) implement a customized rule by writing
functions based on our programming interface in a few lines
of code. The user interface will examine and report syntax
errors of user implemented code. After both the data D and
the data quality rules Σ are loaded, NADEEF first compiles
all rules into the unified constructs conforming to our programming interface. It then detects all violations w.r.t. D
and Σ, where each violation is a set of cells. These violations
are stored in one violation table.
(3) Dashboard. We have implemented four graphs for easy
interaction with the users, depicted in Fig. 4.
(a) Overview: This is to indicate the amount of data that is
either involved in violations or is considered clean.
(b) Error distribution on rules: This shows (i) how many
violations are detected for each rule, and (ii) how many data
tables are involved.
(c) Error distribution on attributes: This shows the number
of values that are involved in violations for each attribute.
This is to reflect the dirtiness relative to various attributes.
(d) Violation graph: We build a violation graph to reflect the
violations w.r.t. each data quality rule. In this graph, each
node represents a rule. There is an edge between two nodes
indicating that there are common cells that are involved in
the violations for each rule (i.e., node). The thickness of an
edge indicates the number of common cells involved in the
violation over both rules (i.e., two ends of the edge).
For each of the above graphs (a-d), the users can drill
down to see the corresponding part in the violation table, as
shown in the bottom of Fig. 4. Moreover, users can specify
predicates using “search”to select the data that they want
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